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It's a funny old world, isn't it? C hance encounters, history repeating, divine interventions it's strange how things turn out.
With a host of funny, weird and bizarre stories of coincidence, Unbelievable! is a
fascinating collection of tales of synchronicity, including: The creepy goings-on on the set
of The Exorcist; the estranged twins who ended up marrying each other; the writer who
predicted his own death.
Strange but true, the stories contained in this book could happen to anyone. So the next
time the fates collide and you're reminded of what a small world it can be, you'll realize
we're all victims of coincidence ...

Sales Points
A lighthearted compilation of stories of coincidence, Unbelievable! shows what a
strange place the world can be
Includes a whole host of fascinating stories, from predictions to chance encounters and
ranging from the bizarre to the hilarious
Famous folk even get in on the act, with examples of Nostradamus' prophesies and
Mark Twain's prediction of his own death in 1910
Fun to dip in and out of, Unbelievable! is the perfect gift for C hristmas

Reviews
'Reveals the most incredible coincidences to have taken place around the world' - Daily
Express
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